Dear Friend,
Do you find yourself constantly
inundated with all the things you
COULD be doing? Out of time,
stressed about all the platforms
you could/should/would share your
voice and brand on, “if only?”
It’s time to take the future into
your hands and get the guidance
you need to get where you want
to go. It’s time to get strategic and
directional about your efforts. Just
remember… None of us were born
knowing how to drive a car! Don’t
expect your mind to automatically
“get” business. In fact, building a
successful business is one of the
hardest things you could ever do,
yet one of the most rewarding.
I’m here as your guardian, someone
to protect you from derailing and
falling off the cliff of “this is where
I stop trying.” I’m here to cheer
you on, to encourage you when you’re down with new hope and inspiration. And I hope
this simple map gives you a ton of insight and a new perspective on the possibilities
ahead, once you have the roadmap and the driving lessons under your belt. To succeed
in business, you’ve got to know where you’re going; and then you need a car to get
there. But a car is only so good without a driver’s license and all the painstaking lessons
to earn it.
Patience with self and seeking outside help from mentors who have been there, done
that is key. Don’t feel you have to go it alone. We live in an incredible age where the
new mentor is the expert that has paved the way. Invest in your future and where you
want to head, long-term, to see results.
Ready? Let’s do this.

Content Hacker™ Helping creative entrepreneurs build profitable content and sustainable, long-term businesses.

You have the CHOICE to live life and
build your business however you want to.
You have the CHOICE to wake up
every day with a certain outlook on life.
Which business owner
will you CHOOSE to be?
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Non-Serious Business Owner

8 Hallmarks of a Non-Serious Business Owner
1. This entrepreneur is literally responsible for everything. Everything. Even that
Instagram picture gets designed by her/him.
2. Everything must be fixed NOW: there’s always a fire/something urgent to do.
3. Time is scarce for this person. It feels like there is never enough time to finish any
of the things that need doing.
4. Nothing goes out, gets published, gets done for their own marketing, unless they do it.
5. Nothing gets delivered or done for a client, unless they do it.
6. All the sales calls are done by this person, and they are responsible for all
client interactions.
7. Things are often sloppy, last-minute, and even *gasp* full of typos because this
person is the only one doing it.
8. There is NO long-term plan (three-year, five-year, or ten-year plan). There is only
the NOW.
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Serious Business Owner

8 Hallmarks of a Serious Business Owner
1. This person is in two things: the plan and process of everything; but he or she is
completely removed from the tasks, schedule of it all, and doing.
2. This person wakes up reading shortlists from their team. They PLAN out priorities
with their team, and are able to step away. Delegation and automation is happening.
3. There are no urgent fires. When any do come up, every process on how to handle it
is already documented. There are templates for customer service inquiries. There
are templates for Instagram captions. The ideas come from the business owner; the
implementation happens by the team.
4. She/he is always one step ahead in the game. Their five-year game plan is happening
every day, even though you don’t see it till it’s finished. A hundred ideas are discarded
for the RIGHT one.
5. Content goes out as scheduled, published by their team. The ideas always come from
the business owner, but everything else gets done by the team.
6. Sales calls are eventually outsourced once the sales team is in place; however, the
serious business owner is still involved in key client relationships, knowing this is
tied directly to growth and revenue.
7. Their marketing is pristine and content is golden. Others notice what they put out,
and stand in awe. There are enough people (editors, writers, designers) in the process
to ensure errors don’t happen, and quality is top-notch.
8. Their client services and deliverables are stellar.

4 Starting Steps to Make the Switch to Serious
Are you stuck in Chief Everything Officer or Non-Serious Business Owner mode? Take these
steps to heart.

1. First, Build a Brand You’re Proud Of.
If you don’t have a brand you’re proud of, go back to the drawing board. Brands are easy
to create; long-term revenue, much harder. You need to have a brand you can “hang
your hat on.” When I started out, I was Writer4U2Hire. Guess how fast I ditched that and
built Express Writers? Fast. Yuck.
If you’re not sure, think about your passions (i.e., design? writing?) Tap into that for
a digital skill you can map into a brand. It goes without saying, but we’ll say it: have a
clear brand idea you love built and created. Research and get clear on your ICA (Ideal
Client Avatar). Know the market and the niche you’ll serve. You can’t serve clients,
delegate, or have a team unless you have a working brand, target market, and ICA.
Sit down and take some time to think this through. Answer the questions on the next
page to help you frame this.

Tip: Despite contrary advice, don’t make the brand name your name.
Create a brand with its own name, so delegation and growth/expansion
is simpler in the days and months to come. Clients will expect YOU less
if the brand isn’t your name.

2. Get a Website Up and Running.
A good one, too–not something cheesy or free or blah. This is YOUR online real estate,
so make it good. Invest in a domain name around your brand name (i.e. contenthacker.
com, proofmango.com, fruitfulcopy.com).
Hire a web designer to build you a great website. Have your website built on WordPress
for long-term growth. Need a recommendation? Try our alumni member Bruce Thede,
an honest and reputable website designer.
To guide the continual creation of your website, create a brand style guidelines at
this point. Example. Think about being one step ahead of the game. While this feels
unnecessary, remember Strategic Sarah. She has this in her back pocket for her
entire marketing team. You’ll need these guidelines to share with writers and creators
as your brand grows and you get clients, enough to start delegating work out from.

3. Get Clients.
You need money, honey.
Have a clear services and rate card to show your clients, and a decent first version of a
website they can check over for a solid brand appearance. Pitch clients on job boards,
Google Jobs, and spread the word that your brand is out there. Send short, “Checking in!”
emails to follow up on pitches that went dark. Give a CLEAR reason for the potential
client or brand to hire you.
Begin to create blogs, Instagram and social media content to promote what you do.
Go slowly and think about your clients at all times. If your content doesn’t speak to them,
don’t do it. It’s better to not create content than to just haphazardly stab in the dark.
Speak from a value perspective and target your ICA clearly in every piece: their pain
points, who they are, and how they identify. Get consistent and creating content. To
fill in the gaps, go pitch client brands that you want to work with.

Recommended viewing:
4 Easy Ways to Get Clients – WATCH FREE TUTORIAL NOW

4. Scale.
Once you begin to get clients and serve them well, put a plan in place to scale. Delegation
is your key to success here.
Think about what roles you want to fill: i.e. Client Specialist, Writer, Blog Editor, Social
Media Manager are a few of the most common. You should write SOPs (Standard Operating
Procedures) for these roles, to make them manageable and give your team something
to read through and train on. Google Docs is a great place to store those in.
Hire using platforms like Indeed, Glassdoor, and LinkedIn Recruiter. It’s worth it to pay
a platform a small per-day fee for a few weeks for visibility so you can get in front of
great people. Write a clear job listing once you put together a role (start with one so you
don’t overwhelm yourself!). Think about the top traits of who you want to hire, as well
as what makes your company great (you’ll need both for an amazing job listing that earns
great candidates).
Example of a descriptive job post (Express Writers)

Build Your Brand Worksheet
(For Serious But Absolute Beginners!)
What do you love doing? Is there an ideal niche you love serving? Go with your gut here!

What are you good at doing? What could you spend your time on EVERY DAY, for the rest
of your life? (It’s okay if this expands or evolves over time. For example, keep it broad to writing,
and explore everything that path has to offer.)

Research and map your interest to a niche you can serve as a service provider. Use
Google here and remember, even small niches can win! Your goal should be to find legitimate
jobs available under your niche of interest. Example: a pet copywriter position for Petco open.

Write down the niche you want to serve, and how you want to serve your niche. You
can even write down your dream client! Example: pet copywriter for pet care/grooming brands,
including Petco. Health and medical copywriter for Cleveland Clinic., etc.

Research competitors in this niche you’ve identified you want to serve. Now, think
about what YOU want to offer that is different and better. Do any fun/creative/clear
brand names come to mind? What’s a brand name YOU love? Remember, while clever
and fun is still a potential win, clarity always trumps the others. Be clear with your brand
name idea. Examples: UberEats, Express Writers, Content Hacker, Recurring Profit, Etsy,
Genesis German Shepherds, etc.

Who will you serve? This is your ICA. Continue to research the niche you’ve begun researching
when you used Google to search for jobs related to your passion and interest. Look at the clients
and brands hiring. Now, think about who works at those brands. Follow the trail! Stalk/add
them on LinkedIn. That’s your ICA.

Follow up to prior question: Write down some terms they identify with or even have listed
on their LinkedIn profiles/bios describing who they are.

Get a leg up: What course or certification will you take to shortcut the path and learn
and build real-world skills? Do some research and find a course that fits the real-life,
practical skill-building results you need, and list it here along with a goal time to finish it by.
Or, list courses you’ve taken that have built your skills, if you’ve already taken them.

WHO’S THIS PERSON BEHIND
THE CONTENT HACKER™?
Julia McCoy followed her dream to
write for a living in 2011 at 19 years
old, unafraid to carve a new path
when the traditional and archaic
didn’t work. With her last $75, Julia
founded a writing agency, Express
Writers.
Unafraid to take big risks and
follow her gut, Julia escaped her
father’s Fundamentalist cult at 21
years old; her memoir released in
2020, Woman Rising: A True Story,
has impacted more than a million
people worldwide.
In the last decade, besides writing
five books, Julia successfully built
her bootstrapped agency to 40,000
completed projects alongside her
husband hired on as CTO, and exited
for $1M+ in a private sale in 2021.
Named a content marketing influencer and thought leader multiple times in the past
decade, Julia McCoy is committed to helping people break out of their personal ruts
that stop success. At The Content Hacker, Julia guides the next generation of creative
entrepreneurs — the mavericks, the radicals, the outside-the-box thinkers.
Through her Content Transformation© System, a new coaching program releasing in
2022, Julia gives budding creative entrepreneurs an incredible set of keys to building
their own self-sustaining business in 90 days or less, so they are finally freed up to create
lasting legacy and generational impact.
Not only is she teaching how to overcome the biggest hurdle entrepreneurs face–scaling,
growth, and hiring–but how to set a five-year plan and write your book, get known, and
build generational wealth and legacy. Her goal is to give the success she’s experienced
to 1M creative entrepreneurs.

Are You Serious About
Hitting Your Next
Business Level?
Apply to our Content
Transformation©
System. LIVE coaching
and the proven
framework/system
to get you to a
self-sustaining
business in 90 days.
Spots are limited.

contenthacker.com/transformation

